FOR ALL YOUR HANG GUDING, PARAGUDING and TRIKING NEEDS

ACCESSORIES

UNIT 12130 KALA ROO RD
REDHEAD NSW 2290
PHONE
FAX

$42.00

HALL ASI
STEEL CARABINERS

049 499 199
049 499 072
049 499 395

.

.

BASE
(SET)

BAR

$29.00

PROTECTORS

$8.00

HANDFAIRINGS

$35.00
HELMETS (10 SIZES)

$55.00

INSTRUMENTS
SJOSTROM
$749.00

Now the biggest
seiling Varlolalt
In Australia.

AFRO 8000
$975.00

Clock, dual
altitude, .
electronic . ASI.

AFRO
POCKET
KOMBI
$530.00

Digital
variolalt
Small and
Reliable.

WEDGIE
$395.00

Low cost solid
state varlo.

PARACHUTES

PARAGLIDERS

CONDOR
28 Sq ft, Descent 4-6
m/sec @ 80km
$495.00

EDEL

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
Descent rate 20ft per .sec·
kevlar lines.
, $495.00
BRS

Ballistically • deployed
parachute system for
hang glider use. Harness
mount.
POA

FLIGHT GLASSES
OL EAGLE EYES

High Performance by Condor. 8,
9, or 10 cell. Battened Leading
Edge. A proven all rounder for
coastal or Inland flying.

AIRBORNE FLYING
SUITS
. $160.00

FROM

NEW AIRBORNE T SHIRTS

$1950.00

$97.00

$22.00

HARNESS
, Comfort seated type.
CARRY BAG
Backpack style

$148.00
$148.00

We also stock AIRMAN and SKYLINE
products.

BARIGO WRIST ALilMETER

0··10000FT

$188.00

PAGEN BOOKS

. $15.00
XlC MAP FAIRINGS

$28.00
CAMERA WING MOUNT

$5(1.00
WINDSOCKS

HARNESSES
SPEEDLINE
PODS

GLIDERS

$30.00

The latest state-of-the-an harness,
custom made to measure.
$759.00

THE AERO
$2850.00

Novice-advanced 150-170 Easy handling for .
coastal and Inland flying.
.

~~&BE~NST~~:~~~

custom made.

AERO RACE

TrlJam leading and trailing edge. Multiple
stage VG system. Speed bar.

WE CARRY A.

$534.00

$3070.00

WITH

$60.00
.~-'"

.

FUlc·RANGE·.

oen

OF TUBING AND AIRCRAFT
BOLTS
: ..

...en

FOIL C
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.
P&P EXTRA.
TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE.
USE YOUR BANKCARD OR

~--------~MASTERCARD
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$4400.00
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living
in ustralia the subscription is Aus. $48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable
to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name,
address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions
presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions
is vested in each of the authors in respect of
their contribution.

§

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions, market
place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (02) 6218819 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
black and white cover photo sent in
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply a stamped,
self addressed envelope for their return.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH
Fax: (066) 281988

CREDITS
Cartoons

Julius Makk & Rob

Typsetting &
Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers

Quality Plus,
Ballina

COVER PHOTO
Ian Hird and Hayden Miller wait for
Mark Fisher to test the new NW
ramp at Killarney, SE ald. After all
their efforts, the ramp was not used
during the NSW titles. Photo by Ric
Caster

BACK COVER
Sunday Plains, the SE launch at
Killarney. Photo by Ric Caster

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Aasoc(NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellhar- .
bour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay Skysurfers
Pres. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356
Sec. Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 724278
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
(
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen (
\
(049) 712330

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Steve Johnson
(071) 941867

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe IppOlito
(064) 576112
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Lower Blue Mts
New Club
HG Club Venur: St
Ken/Barbara Fairbairn
Michaels School Hall
(02) 5209039 W
Reservoir Ad Blacktown Richard Reitzin
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 3651533 H
(02) 6444249 AH
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Editor's Corner
I hope you all liked the December issue with its colour and enjoyed the
reading. Hopefully you all will have survived the festive season's flying,
comps, partying and other activities which shouldn't be mentioned
here! Don't those holidays whizz by?
January's issue is only 24 pages (that's all Skysailor used to be you've been spoilt) In an effort to get it printed over the Christmas
period and in your hot little hands mid month. All ads etc received by
the deadline of 15th December have been included. From February
on, if I have the material, 32 pages will be the goal.
As I have been running your market place ads for 2-3 months, the number of pages has been increasing dramatically. I have used a smaller
print to save space knowing that if you can't read your ads, I'll hear
about it! I Thanks to those sellers who have let me know when their
gear has been sold. Thanks also for all the articles, cartoons and
photos; keep them coming, your efforts are appreciated!
And here's a photo (taken by Stuart Lutton) for a laugh; just to show
that your editor can wear the jokes as well. Actually, someone's holdIng a pistol to my head as I'm escorted to the printer! I'm about to go
Into hiding so not too many of you see me in the real state!!
Safe flying
Marie

Skylimit Sports Aviation

VKCRE THE 3iX:K ~ CL YllUCCA. ?

Introducing Joe Scott's new, full time Skylimit Sports Aviation at Clybucca
Flight Centre ... with two trike strips on his own back yard and over thirteen
coastal, inland and towing sites (and more coming) within an hour's drive,
covering all wind directions.
Skyllmit has been operating in this area since 1984, with numerous happy
customers.
Skylimit evaluates all our gliders and are prepared to guarantee satisfaction
with all our equipmentll

the ORIGINAL north coast FOIL dealer
the first Sjostrom dealer outside South Australia
dealer for P.A. equipment
the very first dealer and fine tuner of the exciting
NEW SPEEDLINE harness from AIR SUPPORT
Also: dealer for the world's BEST trike - AIR BORNE WIND
SPORTS
Moyes gliders available plus good used equipment. Will
consider trade ins.

CLYlICCC~

SIOIVICK
SUTIOB.

IlIH
Spon_
J:y1at1o:D.

WE are:

For all you Hang Gliding needs, phone, write or just drop in
an' say G'DAY at: SKYLIMIT SPORTS AVIATION
Lot 2 Goulds Lane
CLYBUCCA Via Kempsey NSW 2440
Phone 065 650042
Soon to have hangar facilities, comprehensive workshop and
accommodation (besides crashing on the floorl)
Our motto: the sk 's the limit, take it to the limit!!!
4 SKYSAILOR January 1990
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countered with evidence that none of
the delegates for that year were into
trikes. To me it's like saying that Banks
have no influence over what happens
in Federal Parliament because their
chief executives are not sitting members.

cause of it's control characteristics and
methods, because of it's ability to FLY
and land just like a hang glider without
it's motor going, making my craft much
safer. You will not convince me that
my Trike Is the same as other
ultralights.

Finally I would ask everyone to read
again Dave Julian's letter (Nov '89)
which questions the legitimacy of trikes
being administered by H.G.FA when
there exists the A.U.F. I for one
couldn't fault his logic.

As far as admln goes ... I'm a member
of the AUF because their magazine has
a lot about motors etc but my major Interests and love Is with hang gliders
and I'd prefer to stay and work within
the HGFA to educate the dear old
'general public' about our aircraft.

Now that we're all a little more educated on the subject, let's have another
vote on next year's membership form please I!!!
Dear Marie,
I have been observing, with much interest, the continuing debate on the
status of trikes. It would seem that
there is still no consensus of opinion
with regard to the actual definition of a
trike, or powered hang glider, or flying
go-cart, or whatever.

Peter de Mestre
Former Secretary (Q.H.GA Inc.)

Benefits and disadvantages have, of
course, to be weighed up, but I know
of over 300 people that have been
shown the thrill of hang gliding directly
thru a trike. Some of these are now
very keen and good hang glider pilots,
none are ultralight pilots.

Dear Marie,
So the old 'Trike administration' issue
Dave and Glenn may not want or be
raises it's head once again with Dave
able to sell their old hang gliders but
Julian rubbing his crystal? balls and
the rest of us do and we need the influx
looking into the future of hang gliding ...
of new faces for this. I still maintain
that
Trikes are the best thing for hang
Unfortunately Dave is a little out of
gliding
since Bill Invented the A-frame.
touch with the present and has a few
I wrote, more than a year ago, a letter
to the editor which expressed my disap- things wrong:
Take it to the limit
* Trikes are NOTHING like your
proval of how the decision was made
Joe Scott 14223
average light aircraft EXCEPT that we
to bring trikes under the control of the
use power for 80% max. of flying time;
Dear Marie,
H.G.FA Firstly the membership was
* Trikes' sink rate is PERFECT for glid- Contrary to Lee Scott's glowing accanvassed for their vote on whether
ing ... I use the motor for climbing;
count of the Flatlands '89, I would like
trikes should be administered by
* The trike WING looks like a hang
H.G.F.A as a 12 month lrial.
to give a competitor's viewpoint of the
glider ... the undercarriage looks like
compo
The key word was ''trial'' but before the
nothing else.
12 months expired a decision was
Apart from showing none of the atmade, at the H.G.F.A convention, to ad- Dave's explanation of 'this whole abtributes of a professionally paid meet
minister trikes permanently. My protest surd idea' is itself absurd ... the beauty
director, Lee showed no interest In the
related to the fact that the membership of hang gliding IS that we don't need
successful running of the comp, which
all these other things. We just take the was left to run itself.
was not really involved in the final
trusty old 'diver' off tHe car and go flyin.
decision.
Despite the $150 entry fee, there was
This IS the future of hang gliding, right
One of the "letters to the editor" corno prize money (which some pilots
now, Davey.
respondents who objected to my senti.-----------------------------------------~
ments suggested that I had little
Trikes ARE
respect for the delegates who attend
in a class toconventions and vote on behalf of their
tally of their
State Committees and fellow hang
own ... CAO
glider pilots. It is a fact that State Rep95.32 to be
resentatives vote on issues that are,
exact. The
due to one reason or another (usually
recent spate
lethargy), not properly debated or even
mentioned at the State/Club level. This of ultralight
accidents
is in no way a dig at these very comand fatalities
mitted people who represent us in Sydhave led me
ney each year.
to point out
In my letter (Oct '87) I also boldly into the
'general
timated that people with vested interests in trikes may have had an
public'that
Influence on the H.G.F.A decision. The my aircraft is
not the
same above mentioned opponent
same, beJanuary 1990 SKYSAILOR 5

nothing to do with me, nor is my not attending Is no concern of yours either.

The following timetable will be used:
Jan 1990 This article appears in
depend upon). There were very few
Skysailor (distributed to
It seems Andy that I did such a terrible
sponsor's prizes~ We had to pay an
State Associations in
job and have earned such a bad reputaextra $10 to keep the bar open at the
December)
presentation non dinner which was or- tion, that I have been asked to run the
1/2/90
Postal motion moved
ganised at the very last minute and not 1990 Flatlands plus the 1990 Australian
Votes counted
1/3/90
Nationals, so I guess, unfortunately for
attended by the comp director. And
yourself, you won't be attending either If you have an opinion on this subject,
what about the repeatedly promised
tell someone on your State Commitportable toilets, Lee? Are they still com- compo
tee nowl
Ing? Also I would like to see an
Yours
auditor's report to show competitors
Lee Scott
Wesley Hill
where their money went.
VHGA Committee
No further correspondence on this matHowever, the flying was not too bad
Dear Marie,
ter will be printed. Anyone wishing to
and I would like to thank the officials
have a say should write to the parties
A little less than a year ago Chris Branwho did a great job by doing most of
concerned. Ed.
don, Shane Duncan, Richard Sneddon,
the comp director's work for him.
Michael Bristow and myself flew in the
Dear Marie,
BI-Centennlal alrshow at Richmond AlrI for one will seriously consider boycot- At the 1989 HGFA Convention, it was
base.
ting any other competitions run by Lee decided to impose a $25 fee on new
Scott.
members. The VHGA Is strongly opI would have liked to have sent photos
posed
to
this
fee
and
feels
that
this
in of Chris and Richard flying the trikes
Andy Watson 53280
decision does not reflect the opinion of and Shane and Michael getting towed
Lee's reply to Andy's letter
hang glider pilots around Australia.
as they all flew brilliantly and gave a
good representation of the safety and
Dear Andy
The decision was made during the last versatility of hang gliders and trikes.
It seems that your personal hatred for
few minutes of the Convention, with no Unfortunately I had my camera stolen
me has Inspired such a letter. Nearly a notice and very little discussion on the
that had some great photos on it.
year has passed and it Is only now you subject. It was made as two motions
have found the courage to come forth
(the minutes of the Convention publish- The only other photos I have are of the
on paper. Your letter Is written in a
ed In Skysallor are inaccurate) - the
balloon drop I did from 3,000 feet taken
way as to discredit me before the
first motion was on whether or not new by my girlfriend Robyn Haley. None of
whole hang gliding community.
this would have been possible if it
members should be charged a joining
wasn't for Chris and Shane from Air
fee
(SAHGA
&
VHGA
voted
against);
First I would like to ask, why you didn't
the
second
motion
Borne who supplied the balloon
was
to
set
the
level
bring forth your problems, before each
of
the
fee
at
$10
or
$25
(3
votes
for
release equipment, hang gliders, trikes
day at the pilot's briefing or confront
$10,
4
votes
for
$25).
and
anything else that we needed.
me personally during the compo I

Letters .... continued

M

could have shown you an audit of the
competition expenses then and there
and you could have seen why we
didn't have toilets available.
I live some nine hours from Parkes and
had never been there before which
meant time from work for 3 days, meetIng various people. A good friend of
mine and hang glider pilot, John Dunn
lived at Peak Hill just north of Parkes
and he was helping me with organizing
local people etc. Unfortunately John
died In his sleep some 8 weeks prior to
the comp which was a blow to his family and myself. Maybe this can shed a
little light your way.
Comps just don't run themselves, officials are paid to do the comp directors
will, they just don't turn up. Presentation was organised days before except
the pilots decided to vote to fly that
day. I had to go back to the club and
cancel and pay one employee's wages
for coming in that day. Just because
you wanted to drink more alcohol has
6 SKYSAILOR January 1990

The justification for this fee was one of
"user pays". New members receive the
HGFA Manual of Procedures, estimated to cost $10 - yet the level of the
fee was set at 250% of the relevant
costs.

For the two days that we flew, we flew
In front of a quarter of a million people
each day. It was great fun and you
could not have had any better P. R. for
hang gliding and trikes.

Safe flying
Since no notice had been given of the
Wayne Collison
motions, it was necessary for the State
delegates to vote how they thought
their State Association's members
would want them to vote. While this applied to 90% of all the motions at the
Convention, surely such a critical and
controversial issue needs prior consideration and discussion.
The VHGA feels that, had the State Associations been able to consider the
motion prior to the Convention, the outcome may have been different. It is
our intention to propose a postal motion to reverse the decision made at
the Convention - after giving you time
to inform your State Association of
your opinion.

3000ft Balloon Drop - Wayne Collison,
Bi-Centennial Airshow
photo by Robyn Haley

·

..... . .

Corryong Cup Update
Yes its still on. The meet head and the rest of the butcher
shop have been studying maps, checking log books and
past meteorological conditions to determine likely tasks for
the competition. The task setting priority has been to
design tasks where a high percentage of the field achieve
the first few turnpoints. This Is to ensure that everybody
gets an opportunity to have a good flight, being a fun competition.

~,
I

.r
/'

it is hoped that the tasks will stili be discriminatory enough
to allow variations in skill between pilots to be determined .

.,
,
"

i·

What to Bring: a recently repacked parachute (mum's
hankie will not do!), altimeter, variometer, radio (UHF with
channels 10 and 14 would be a good idea. Those pilots
with VHF FM sets will need their ground crews suitably
geared up with parallel sets), maps. The 1.250000 series
map of Tallangatta (sheet number SJ 55-3) and the
1.100000 series map of Corryong (number 8425) would be
useful. Other maps that you might like to add to your collection are: 1.250000 series: S155-15 Wagga Wagga, S155-14
Jerilderie, SJ55-2 Wangaratta, S155-16 Canberra; 1.100000
series: 8325 Tallangatta, 8326 Holbrook, 8426 Rosewood,
8526 Yarrangobilly.

--~2...

1990 FORBES FLATLANDS
15 Jan to 24 Jan
Competition HQ - Hotel Vandenberg (068) 522015
- accommodation and meals also available at HQ hotel
Nearest Caravan Parks - Lachlan View Caravan Park (068)
521920 & - Apex Caravan Park (068) 521929
$3000 worth of sponsors' prizes plus possible prize money.
Contact Len Paton (068) 523934 BH
or Jenny Ganderton (068) 537220 BH/AH,
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way,
FORBES 2871

THE 1990 CORRVONG CUP
January 19th, 20th and 21st, 1990 with the 18th and 22nd
being fly-in/lay days. Classes include Open, Sporting,
Ladies, Glider vintage and Best Team, etc.

Protests: Any protests made in relation to the competition
director and his wee helpers will result in the protestors Immediate disqualification. Any pilot protesting about another
pilot's scoring, flight distance, landing spot etc, will need
evidence for the competitors to listen to and then vote on. If
any physical violence is threatened the organizers must be
informed so we can run a book on possible outcomes.
How to Get There: From Sydney go Goulbourn, Yass, Gundagai, Adelong, Batlow, Tumbarumba, Corryong. From
Canberra go Cooma, Kiandra, Cabramurra, Corryong. This
route can be varied by heading to Thredbo Instead of
Kiandra. Every route is scenic but the last is not too good
for caravans, check with the NRMA. From Melbourne go via
Bairnsdale and Omeo or up to Albury.
Generalised.Format: Pilot briefings will be held at 9.00 am
at the campsite where the met. conditions will be discussed,
task announced and previous results displayed.
Landing forms must be returned to the hotel by 7.00 pm and
landing pins put in the map (phone-Ins will be accepted as
long as they are confirmed by 9.00 pm).

Save $26 on the new Casio
Altimeter / Barometer Watch.
Ultra-Props Australia and Skysports have made a bulk purchase of these state
of the art sport chronometers and are offering them direct to sportsmen for
$199 (postage inc.) instead of the normal rec. retail price of $225.
(Citizen Aerochron $590).
Now you can check your height (or depth) and monitor the barometric
pressure while enjoying the conventional features like dual-time, stop watch
and alarm as well as countdown timer.
Unique features of these watches include: An altitude/depth alarm, maximum
height memory and dual metre/feet readouts. Available in two styles :
Sport (IE2V) yellow mode buttons. Classic (IBV) all black with red pointers.

$1 99

Includes
Certified PoStage or
Australia Post C.O.D.

Ultra-Props Australia
Coombes Rd. RMB 1340 Torquay
Vic. 3228 Fax: (052) 61 4048
Ph: (052) 61 2123

Sky Sports Pty. LId.
PO Box 360 Woodend
Vic 3442 Fax: (054) 27 1094
Ph: (054) 27 U83
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Scoring will be done by the pilots.

How to Enter: Phone me prior to the 1st of January so I can
record your names and pilot details. (N.B. We look like
restricting numbers to 50 pilots!!!) You must pay your entry
fee and therefore confirm your entry in person before
8.00pm on the evening of the 17th January 1990 at the Indl
Hotel In Corryonglll Don't blow it.
Harry Docking (042) 967796.

1990 NATIONALS
27/1/90 to 3/2/90, with the 4th as an extra day if required, to
be held at
Corryong. Entry fee $90 with a maximum of 65 pilots plus 9
Internationals only. Selection criteria for state teams are
avallabe from State Associations. Contact Lee Scott on
(065) 569692

FIRST AUSTRALIAN PARAGLIDING
TITLES
The first Australian Paragliding Titles will be held in Thredbo
from Wednesday 21 st to Sunday 25th February, 1990 and
arrangements are now well under way with a major sponsor. Entry fee Is $45.00 and must be received by the
Treasurer, PO Box 1, Thredbo Village, 2627 by 31 st January
1990. No late entries will be received.

~

Mid-North, South Australia

Classes Cross country
competition for Intermediate and
Advanced pilots
Recreational competition
for Novice and Intermediate pilots. Front of hill tasks, utilising thermal and ridge lift, encouraging pilots to 'go
places', with the opportunity of 'going over the back'.
Skill competitions, including glide ratio and spot
landing tasks
Jennifer Baker
C/- Post Office
Bute SA 5560
Ph (088) 262107

6TH HIMALAYAN HANG GLIDING
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
15th May to 24th May 1990
Organised by the Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development
Corporation Limited (HP TOG) you can contact their office
Ritz Annexe, Shimla-171 001, phone 3294, 8037 & 6071

Steve Blenkinsop, Gary Fimeri, Chris
Charters and Julius Makk flew 250
kilometres declared goal on Saturday 9th
December in the last round of the South
Australian competition. A majority of the
field that day also flew over 100 miles.

Besides entry fee, name and address, and HGFA number,
we would like to know glider type and paragliding experience (number of flights). Also, a reminder that pilots
must be a member of the HGFA, hold a paragliding recreationallicense (or overseas equivalent) with an Alpine Endorsement, and produce a log book. Alpine endorsements can
Great flying guys!
be gained any time prior to the Titles, at no cost providing
you have paid entry fee.
How many people can you fit under one glider? Waiting ... Killarney, photo by
We would advise pilots wishing to fly
Stuart Lutton
Thredbo that you must register with Para
~
A1plna Thredbo, whose office is in the
Upper Concourse, In the Thredbo Alpine
Hotel, due to the construction of a new
chalrlift. We've got the odd helicopter
flying around and occasionally an explosion or two.
Accommodation packages have been
made around the area and enquiries can
be directed to Stuart Andrews (064)
576190 after 5.00pm, as can any other en- .
qulries regarding the titles.

THE INAUGURAL
AUSTRALIAN WOMEN'S
HANG GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Date

24th February to
3rd March, 1990
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HGFA and TRIKES
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By Paul Mollison
Convenor HGFA Powered Hang Glider
Committee
Earty in 1990 the Civil Aviation
Authority will promulgate revisions to
Civil Aviation Order (CAO) 95.10 and
issue a new CAO (95.32??) that will
amongst other things:

gliders and ultralights, with this
freedom also comes additional responsibility, ... additional administrative
responsibility for both HGFA and the
AUF and additional responsibility for
members of both sports aviation organisations to operate in harmony with
aviation at large.

A special welcome to the following 40
New Members.

Y:J.A:

Tim Hales, Tony Hickey, Peter

Law

OLD.:

Wayne Abbot, Justin Bedford,
Gary Higgins, Steven Pohlner, Brian
DON'T BLOW IT I
Skuthorpe, Steven Wood, David Zahn
YlC.: Brian Brewer, Max Camm, Leigh
Forbes, David de Gunzbourg, Mark Jef. free, Jim Malseed, Dean Matchett,
Allow appropriately qualified HGFA
members to act as pilot in command of We welcome 66 new STMers signed up Terry O'Donnell, Julie Ruffels and Mel
trikes registered with the HGFA;
Todaro
by the following Instructors and look
NSW: Justin Belape, Tony Cray,
forward to seeing them in the air in the
Grant significant operational concesWolfgang
Decker, Xavier Desgoigts,
sions, Including operations to 5000 feet years to come.
Todd Gerrard, Yves Andres Gilliand,
OTCA;
Steve Ruffels: Heather Milani, Marni
Bruce Graham, Martin hansford, Phillip
Howard, Hamish Rouse, Michael BarHarrison, Brian James, Peter Kline,
Establish an Australian airworthiness
rah, Michael Bridge, Stephen Ayres,
Akos Marosszeny, paul Marshall, Ian
standard for the commercial manufacJohn
Coyle,
Sandra
Markey,
Chris
BilMather, Michael Newell, Mark
ture of trikes including requirements for
lington,
Leigh
Forbes,
Simon
Russelll,
Smithers,
sEan Stein muller, Gerary
two place aircraft and aircraft intended
Mike
Parkinson,
Bryan
Heenan,
Oscar
Stoyles,
Philip
Victor, Ian Webster.
to be used for the aerotow launching of
Rosero,
Liz
Konig,
Michael
Foat,
Barry
hang gliders;
We have had 215 new members join us
Steinmeyer, Pat Synan, Andrew Grant,
since the beginning of July, giving us a
Establishes BCAR Section S as an acRB Spargo, George Edmondson
current
financial membership of 1573.
ceptable design standard for trikes of
Wes Hill: Ted Remeika, Tony Dowd,
Of
the
1502
members we had last year,
foreign manufacture;
Cheryl Darrup, Darren Hutchinson
150
have
so far failed to re-new,
about
Brian Webb: Peter Shennar, Geoff
Allow the carriage of passengers
and
we
have
just
sent them reminders.
White, Regine Bergner
(provided no charge is made and the
At the moment we have 216 STMs curMike Duffy: Ian Mann, Wayne Brown,
aircraft is approved for this purpose);
rent, and we look forward to having
Ian Goodman, Peter Way, C Green,
and
Jim & SC Goldsworthy, Kim Van Aalen, many of these as full members in the
New Year.
Russell Hawksworth, M Cross
Allow approved powered hang gliders
Ian Jarman: David Jones, Eyal Massad Steve Hocking
to be used for the aerotow launch of
Tony Armstrong: Mark Hellier, Phillip & HGFA Administrator
hang gliders.
Colin Rafids, Tony larThese new orders will allow HGFA to
sen, Tim Prowse,
administer trikes that are owned and
Dave Browning,
operated by HGFA members. It is imStephen Korompay
portant to note that similar authority will Bruce Barcham:
also be given to the Australian
Helen Skeates-Udy,
Ultralight Federation (AUF). The pilot
Hossein & Atet Tetaili,
has the choice of which organisation
Ian Scandrett, Jim
he joins. (Although it is believed that for Shaw, John Sutheraerotow operations the tug pilot must
land, Malcolm
hold an appropriately endorsed HGFA
Graham, William Shaw
pilot certificate and the tug must be
Lee Scott: Stephen
registered with the HGFA).
Benn, Andrew Moriarty, Ian Cairns, Gordon
At this stage these orders will cover
Grunder
powered hang gliders in the form of
Neil Mersham:
trikes and minimums.
Andrew Gawlick
The HGFA Powered Hang Gliding
Moyes Gliders: JurOperations Manual is in an advanced
gen Knetsch, Peter
state of preparation and it is anKind
ticipated that it will be available shortly
1::l.GfA: Jonathan
after the new Civil Aviation Orders are
Allen, Hans Joachim
promulgated (The Operations Manual
Schulze, Brett Dawmust be approved by CAA).
son, David Menzies
The new CAOs represent a significant
step forward in increased operational
concessions for both powered hang

---

.-. .:::=----:::---~

The Gillies launch ramp, Nth Old
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Mid North Coast Spring Challenge
by Graham Webb & Dorothy Colledge
Good luck more than good management happened to see us In Laurieton
a week prior to the Mid North Coast
Spring Challenge. The fly-in was organised by Lee Scott of Mid North
Coast Gliders. We arrived in our yacht,
Manera, with rather more fanfare than
we had bargained for having broken a
steering cable on the Camden Haven
River bar, running up onto the sea wall
In the process. It would have been a
rather nasty predicament but lady luck
was with us and we arrived at the ExServiceman's Club wharf at Laurieton
under tow from the Volunteer Coastal
Patrol. Fortunately as it turned out
damage was only minimal and repairs
not too costly!
We already knew what a wonderful
place Laurieton and its surrounding
areas are for hang glider pilots. From
Sydney, we had visited Robin and Lee
Scott's home on many previous occasions to fly the sites that Lee has
opened up. There are numerous sites
to fly with every wind direction catered
for. The climate is mild and comfortable and North and Middle Brother
Mountains at heights of 1600-1800 feet
magic to fly from.

Set up SW Face of Middle Brother Mt, photo by D. Colledge
On Friday, 1 September, the idyllic and
sleepy town of Laurieton was invaded
by cars, vans and 4x4s from every
neck of the woods, as far afield as
Lightning Ridge, Orange, Lithgow, Sydney and closer to home from Kempsey
and Crescent Head. Muzza & Mick's
Cafe, (owned by
Mick Bates and
Bevan Murray, two
local hang glider
pilots) became the
meeting place, a
place to assuage the
hunger pains and to
talk over the day's
happenings.

Day 1 of the Spring
Challenge started
with a briefing at
Laurieton Oval. A
group photograph
was taken by the
reporter for the local
newspaper and then
the tasks were set.
The 30 or so pilots
were divided into
ratings. The novice
and intermediate
were to go to the
SW face of Middle
Brother Mountain
Graham Webb launching at Middle Brother Mt, photo D with the task, points
for take off and a
Colledge
spot landing com10 SKYSAILOR January 1990

petition. The advanced pilots were to
go to Nellies with the task, fly over the
back and reach goal - Laurieton Oval.
On arrival at Middle Brother the pilots
were confronted with a westerly wind
gusting to 18 knots. Wire men were essential for take off on the ramp launch
but once air born the conditions were
quite good with some reasonable
height gains. Due to the position of
some tall trees and the wind backing to
the SW the spot landing zone became
quite a challenge. A good laugh was
had by all as they watched the antics of
landing pilots in the rotor, the landing
pilots included. Four or five pilots,
though we suspect more, admitted to
becoming slightly air sick on this flight
and this was confirmed by the colour
of their faces. The best landing of the
day, even though a fair distance from
the Spot, was performed by Graham
Smith. The wind shifted and he landed
tail wind. Closest to the spot was
novice Craig Heather and intermediate
Peter Cairns.
Meanwhile over at Nellies with the advanced pilots the wind was blowing
WSW which made the take off a little
cross. Good height gains were
achieved by most pilots however only
one pilot chose to attempt to complete
the task. This was Craig Worth, he did
fly over the back and part of the way to
goal. The remaining pilots chose to

bottom land as the thermals were a bit
broken up by the strong winds, this
also made an easier retrieval by their
drivers.
While these tasks were being performed and a good appetite worked
up, Robyn Scott was preparing food
for the evening BBQ. Anyone who has
stayed at Mid North Coast Gliders with
Robyn and Lee will know what delicious food Robyn serves up. The
venue for the BBQ was the wharf of the
Ex-Servicemen's Club alongside our
boat. We didn't have far to go to get
over the culinary delights!

instead. Lee was
at the Diamond
Head site and he
did many tandem
flights for students
and other interested pilots.

At Middle Brother
the conditions
were perfect with
height gains to
4500ft accomplished. Mark
Madden chose to
fly his Fledge on
the day and
Next morning at 9.30 am at the briefachieved good aling, Sunday's tasks were set. More
titude gains. Alpilots had arrived that morning for the
though there is
fun fly-in. The tasks for the day were,
limited set up area at the SW ramp
novice pilots to Diamond Head for a
most pilots got away. from the take off
spot landing competition, intermediate to the goal there was an 18 knot cross
and advanced pilots to SW ramp on
wind. Craig Worth was the first to comMiddle Brother with the goal - over the
plete the task and arrive at North
back to North Haven Beach.
Haven Beach. Other pilots to complete
the task were Derek Inglis, Gary Hazel,
Over at Diamond Head the novice
Nick Paloric, Ashley Wilmott and Paul
pilots were having such a good time in
Kelly completed his first cross country
the SSE 15 knot winds that they
decided to forgo the spot landing com- flight to make goal. Bob Cox and Barry
petition and did numerous top landings Copeland chose to fly downwind to

Graham Webb, Middle Brother Mt, photo D Colledge

Port Macquarie where they livel Lucky
devils.
A good weekend for all pilots. Thanks
go to Lee Scott for organising yet
another good "Fly-In".

Unknown pilot, Middle Brother Mt, photo Dorothy C()lIedge
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The 2nd Annual Morningside Glide Ratio Contest by Dennis Pagen
Reprinted from November Hang
Gliding
The summer doldrums squatted over the eastern part of our continent and declared it was
time for another Glide Ratio Contest. The
weekend after Labour Day found us a~ain roiling Into Morningside Recreation Park to the wee
hours to bed down and look forward to calm
conditions. No, we haven't lost our compelling
desire to leave the earth on uplifting wafts of
agitated air, but we were on a noble quest: to
measure the glide performance of the world's
gliders.
Well, we evaluated some of the world 's gliders
and had a good tlme doing it. Since our first
criterion as stated in the rules was to have fun, I
declare this contest a success. The other goals:
to learn how to fly our gliders at best glide; to
compare glide ratios of different designs; and to
determine actual maximum glide ratios. We'll
let the reader decide from the data. Of course,
I'll add my comments.

The Course
Morningside Flight Park in New Hampshire is
perhaps the only place we could run such an
event, for in order to get any realistic data we
must make multiple flights In rapid succession
with the same pilot/glider combination. We can
do this at Morningside by virtue of their retrieval
system which consists 0 ei~ht four-wheelers
with trailers desipned to whisk a pilot and set-up
glider to takeoff In a matter of minutes . .
The one drawback to Morningside is a large
power line straight out from the hill at about an
8 to 1 glide. Last year we arranged for a goO turn
to take place on the course out on the flats. This
year we wanted to eliminate the turn, but in the
Interest of safety we changed the course as
much as we could and incorporated only a 45°
turn. A straight flight avoiding the power lines
would necessitate flying over barns, sheds,
power lines and other clutter, which would not
be safe for pilots flying lesser performin'!
gliders. Keeping to our policy of welcoming all
pilots to participate in the meet, we chose the
present course as the best compromise.
It is my personal assessment that the turn is insignificant in most of the flights. We measured
the course to follow a typical ground track
around the turn point. Also, observing pilots flat
turning around the Ilylon reveals no apparent increase In sink rate. Others who have watched
the proceedings have expressed the same
opinions.

The Meet Format
The meet was as Simple this year as last. All a
pilot had to do was take off in calm air, fly along
the prescribed course at maximum glide speed
and land on his or her feet. No bar pumping or
thermaling allowed.
Once a pilot landed we marked his position
which related to a total horizontal distance (see
last year's article - October 88 - to see how this
was measured). We also made a note on conditions and his glider's VG position. It was quite interesting to see how many pilots flew the entire
flight including takeoff and landing with their
VGs on full tight. They were literally going for
broke I

The Competitors and Judges
This year we had 21 pilots flying 25 different
aircraft. Several of these aircraft were
paragliders. Most of the pilots flew their own
gliders although a number of us ~ot to play
musical wings and traded off a bit.
Pilots that attended the event last year appeared to know what to do to coax the best distance out of their gliders. Others had to take a
couple of flights before they discovered the optimum speed . We could see some of this in
Saturday's data.

The Results
The first thing that can be seen from the collected data is that we got about the same
results as last time. In fact, since I used a more
accurate 235 vertical feet this year, rather than
the 230 of last year, the results of this year are
slightly lower. Using the same vertical drop
gives essentially identical results.
The conditions on both days were quite calm
until the later flights started showing a bit of vertical movement.
The para~lider pilot, John Bouchard, flew
several different designs. Unfortunately in the
calm air he had to run much further down the
hill to effect inflation and takeoff, so his glide
ratios are understatements. Next year we may
measure from where he actually left the ground.

The Winners
With a quick run through the calculations it
looked like a tie for first place between Bob
Corbo and Eric McNett. Later when I had time to
check my results, I found that Eric did win by virtue of his 10.31 flight on Sunday which I had
missed .

Eric walked away with a still-in-the-plastic
vintage collector's item E-Z Wider hang gliding
T-shirt, circa 1979. Congratulations Eric. Bob
Corbo settled for the second place rrize of two
genuine Windseekers. All the rest 0 the pilots
got the benefit of some interesting flying, some
camaraderie and the rate chance to watch the
sun rise in the fog through red-rimmed eyes.

Conclusions
The conclusions this year are about the same as
last. Namely, this sort of thing is a lot of fun once'a year. The measurement of true glide
ratio is extremely difficult due to gremlins that
sneak in, such as moving air, ground effect and
pilot technique. The only way to get a more accurate picture is to accumulate more data .
points in as calm conditions as possible. But
with just two days we can only get a limited
number of flights. Thus we hope to continue
this contest over the years and collate our
results. Maybe we'll see a trend or convince ourseives of our accuracy.
This year about the only pilot factor was a
couple of slower launches (requiring a dive and
loss of altitude) and a few pilots flying too slowly in their early trials. We urge all pilots who
don't know how to fly their gliders to the maximum to come out to next year's gala affair.
Finally, I would like to reiterate my view expressed last year that I believe our best gliders
are getting between 10 to 1 and 11 to 1 at maximum glide in still air. If I had to bet on it I would
put my money on the lower half of this range.
Furthermore, It appears that all the top gliders
are very close to each other in best glide. The
differences that show up in the data are probably due to pilot technique and slight air texture.
After last year's contest a request was made for
us to make a similar measurement of sink rate.
However, this is a much more difficult factor to
measure accurately, for it is even more dependent on the slight movement of the air and IS, of
course, very variable with pilot weight. After
trying for over ten years to measure all of the
performance factors of a Qlider, I can only say
that I'll stick to glide ratio In the manner we have
chose.
The invite is extended to all pilots out there who
want to put their glide on the line to see how it
stacks up against the big ones.

List of Gliders in Order of Measured
Glide Ratio
(Average of best three flights considering the
first four flights of each day)
Place

Glider

1

MoyesXS
Sensor 510C
Magic KiSS:
Magic Kiss
Sensor 510c1
Sport 167
HPII
Magic IV
Sport 167
Magic IV
Magic IV
Sport 167
Magiclll ,...'2
Sensor 510\"Sport 167
Duck 160
Foil 160
Ute Mystic
Sport 180
Vision MK IV
Paragliders

2
3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

LID
10.32
10.06
9.87
9.68
9.66
9.41
9.19
9.19
9.07
9.06
9.05
9.02
8.95
8.93
8.92
8.87
8.75

8.28
7.20
7.03
4.86

Gliders With Only Two Valid Flights
1.2These are the same glider

Unknown pilot,
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Any readers wanting the full data for Saturday and Sunday's flights may contact
Skysallor - Ed.
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rite X S Ser;es;s now ava;'a'''e;n 142, 155 and 169.

FREE BAR-B-Q
Come to Stanwell Park
on Sat Feb 17th/Sun Feb 18th
(weather permitting) for a
free Bar-B-Q - meet the
factory pilots and test fly
your choice of XS (142,
155 , 169).
Please ring the factory
on Friday Feb 16th if
you're coming so we can
bring enough steaks.
(B.Y.O.G.)

NEW XS-EASY
The XS-Easy comes in
155 and 140. It has only 22
battens, no glass tips and is
incredibly light in weight.
You can have your XSEasy any way you want it
- standard round down
tubes with a 4 oz
sail, or race pack which
incorporates fully faired
XS hardware. Large or
small control bar, with
cloth options of scrim or
warp RH.

NEW XS 142
The XS 142 has super
light control, super light
weight and the famous XS
series glide.
It comes with fully faired
XS hardware, 4 oz mainsail
with options of scrim LIE,
warp main sail or 4.46
front main.

NEW XS 155
The XS 155 has a new
hangpoint from the
kingpost - giving an even
lighter roll and pitch .
After 6 sailcloth
combinations, the best
performance handling
cloth option is:
A: (Mylar Pocket) Warp RH
or Scrim
B: 4.46 White Only
C: Warp RH Colours.

excellent handling and a
light roll due to the new
kingpost hangpoint.

NEW MISSION 210
TANDEM
This larger Mission is
designed to make tandem
flying a joy for the pilot
and passenger with easy
takeoffs, handling, and of
course - landings.

ACCESSORIES
BALL VARIOS - A strong
dollar lets us offer the
fantastic BALL 651 for
$755.
PULLED APEX PARACHUTES Quicker opening, slow
descent and light weight
for $500.
AGV HELMETS - Sleek and

NEW XS 169
The XS 169 has huge lift,
a large span yet retains

173 Bronte Rd., Waverley 2024.
Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 3874472

Australian Records certified and
registered as Official Australian Hang
Gliding Records

7 Code.
1) Provision for Class 3 Hang Gliders
(paragliders) - "Hang Gliders having no
rigid primary structure"

2) 3 New Delta Diamonds for:
A distance flight of 500km
Pilot: Drew Wayne Cooper
A goal flight of 400km
Class 1: Flexible Wing Weight Shift only
An out-and-return or triangle flight of
Moyes XS Monoplace
300km
(1) Distance over a triangular course
3) Eagle badges (for paragliders)
161 km
Bronze Distance 15km .or Duration
(2)Speed over a 150 km triangular
1 hr QLGain of Height 500m
course 26.31 kph
Silver
Distance 30km and.
Kossen Austria 10th June 1989
Duration 5 hrs and. Gain
of Height 1000m
The Record File has been sent to FAI
Gold
Distance 1OOkm and.
Paris with a Claim for World Records in
Duration 5 hrs and. Gain of
both categories.
Height 2000m
Good on you Drew! I
Plus two Diamonds
Notification of Record Claims pending:
200km
Distance
Gain of Height
3000km
1. Jenny Ganderton Forbes NSW

category events (World & Continental
Championships), If organisers willing to
provide flight documentation.
6) A lot of rules regarding World & Continental Championships (Too many to
list here)
7) Aerotow pilots may certify altitude,
time and pOint of release from tow (I.e.
don't have to be Official Observers).
Official Observers still need to control
record attempt.
8) Altitude differences allowed
(between start & finish)
- 2% for Class 1 & 2 (Hang Gliders, flex
& rigid)
- 5% for Class 3 (Paragliders) for Eagle
Bronze badge only
9) No cali brat jon of barograph required
when no height performance or control
is involved.

4) New types of records (available
Class 1, 2 & 3)

10) Wind Dummies are recognised and
their use in Competitions restricted
11) No sporting licence required for
badge flights

New Sporting Code (FAI) Section 7 for
Class 0 - Hang Gliders (and
Paragliders)

The list of Record Types now is:
1. Straight Distance
2. Straight Distance to a declared Goal
"NEW' 3. Distance via a single
turnpoint. The change of heading of
the two legs of the flight must not exceed goo. (Note: Turnpoint must be
declared before flight)
4. Out and Return Distances
5. Distance around a triangular course
6. Speed around a triangular course of
25km
7. Speed around a triangular course of
50km
8. Speed around a triangular course of
100km
9. Speed around a triangular course
150km
"NEW' 10. 200km
"NEW' 11. 300km
"NEW' 12. Speed over an Out and
Return course of 100km
"NEW' 13. 200km
"NEW' 14. 300km
15. Gain of Height

Effective 1 June 1989, some major
changes were made to the old Section

5) No barograph needed for closed
circuit record breaking tasks in first

Jenny flew a "Distance to a Declared
Goal" flight of about 170km on 6th
December 1989, and Is claiming:
1) Aust. "Dlst. to a goal"
2) Aust. Feminine "Distance"
3) Aust. Feminine "Distance to a
declared goad"
4) Women's World "Distance to a
declared goal"
2. Steve Blenkjnsop Somewhere deep
In South Australia
Steve flew a "Distance to a Declared
Goal" flight of about 250km on 11th
December 1989 and is claiming:
1) Aust. "Distance"
2) Aust. "Distance to a Goal"
Steve had 3 helpers with him, but I
don't think they had barographs, so it
may be Steve's record alone.
Congratulations to all pilots on some
good flying.

Record Package: Official Observers
and Pilots who are involved in record
(Aust. or World) attempts are advised
that I have prepared a Record Package
which contains:
1. Sections of FAI Sporting Code General Section
2. Sections of FAI Sporting Code Section 7 (Hang Gliders)
3. Record Declaration & Claim Forms
These will assist in planning your next
record breaking/badge flight.
Remember - No claim, No (Official)
Record/Badge. They will cost you
$10.00 and contain all current rules.
(Note: these change every 2-5 years)
All info can be photocopied at will. The
cost covers my costs for photocopying
and postage.
Denis Cummings, FAI Co-Ordinator,
138 Lighthouse Rd, Byron Bay 2481
Ph. 066-856287
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The Diseased Pilot
When you're asked to re-live your first
I phoned Steve Ruffels of the Eagle
experience with a hang glider, its a little School in Porepunkah, and away I
difficult to express yourself on paper. I went, literally. Steve was fantastic, his
method of instruction would be hard to
mean, how can you possibly describe
find anywhere. It was the best choice I
the Incident without stuntmen and
have ever made.
sound affects I
Anyway it goes like this:
One summer's day eight years ago, I
was merrily out riding my horse on my
father's property, when suddenly out of
the blue a large shadow came over me.
The horse, "Tommy Take Off', as he is
now tagged found his turbo charge
gear, and I was, you guessed it, left
'eating the planet'.
Ever since that day I have been infatuated with hang gliding. (Believe it
or not) I found myself turning up at
comps and harassing pilots with my
questions, and then I discovered those
dreams you start having, the really exciting ones where the next morning
you find yourself upside down in bed.
They were the first symptoms of my disease.
The World Championships here in
Bright '88 really iced my cake. I was
older (maybe not wiser) and could understand that there was going to be
much more Involved than just running
off a hill with a kite strapped to my
back.

The best part of learning was walking
back up the hill 50 times with the glider,
and being covered head to toe in
sheep, horse and cow dung, and all
those wonderful belly slides head first
into boggy patches. Not to mention
my father disinheriting me, my brother
seriously considering having me committed, everyone at work thinking I had
a disease as I was running around the
restaurant yelling "I went prone, I went
prone". The locals labelled me the 'fruit
bat' and if that wasn't enough I made
the grim discovery that my dog had
shot through and gone bush.
Boy, what a let down, anyone would
think I'd joined the Derryn Hinch fan
club, or something equally as stupid.
But amongst the hiccups I'm sure I
don't need to tell anyone who is reading this that it was worth every fantastic
moment. And for those of you who are
maybe not pilots but are thinking about
learning, don't let anyone discourage
you, family or otherwise.

You'll be please to know that with time
I've totally converted my father, he's
Getting to know different pilots and lis- thinking of taking a crash course in ''the
tenlng to their experiences and atfast way to tree lopping" so he can
titudes was Just to~ much, I had to try it clear some of his land for Steve to use
for myself and that s exactly what I did. as training sites. He's even been
Rose Fletcher

checking out Brian and Nicki Webb's
Alpine Paragliding, for himself.
It took time and a lot of arguing, but
they'll soon realise that if its what you
really want then nothing they say will
change that.
So now everyone's happy, especially
me now that I'm up there doing what
I've always dreamed of doing, flying
freely.
Rose Fletcher
360 Animal

First Australian
Paragliding
Instructors Clinic
26th to 28th February 1990 at
Thredbo
For those intending to be instructors or
aiming to achieve the necessary
qualifications, please apply by 31 st
January 1990.
You will need logs of experience both
in flying and teaching and any overseas qualifications which may be appropriate.
Basic requirements for Australian appointments: 1st Aid Certificate, 20
hours logged, 300 flights plus 12
months flying, 100% pass in theory in
Recreational Licence in PH, NCAS level
1 general principles of coaching.
Further information phone Heinz Gloor
(064) 5671711, Brian Webb (057)
551753 or Ian Jarman (048) 834022
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1990 SUMMER FLY IN
10th - 11 th February

1st Place XACT HARNESS
Advanced Section
1st $200
2nd Tow Bridle
3rd Helmet
Intermediate Section

Novice Section

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

$150
Tow Bridle
Helmet

$150
Tow Bridle
Helmet

ENTRY FEE $55 or $60 after 2nd February
TROPHIES FOR ALL PLACE GETTERS
SPONSORS:
Leading Edge

Tow bridles, helmets

Moyes & Leading Edge Xact Harness
Alister Sawer Insurance$500 Prize money
NOSMO~NGINPADDOCK

Contact (09) 4442569 Mike or Ian Duffy

Date:
Pilot:
Age:
Glider:
Rating:
Location:
Conditions:
Injuries:

..
November 16th 1989

Accident Report

Michael James Cabalzon
29yrs
Mars 170
Advanced
Rex Lookout, Cairns,
Nth Old
ESE 12-15 Knts
Fatal

Circumstances: Experienced pilot, site safety officer and commercial tandem flight operator. The pilot was assisted with
cliff launch as is normal at this site and commenced into a sequence of low level aerobatic manoeuvres. 15 minutes into
the flight the pilot performed a diving right turn across the face of launch. At the apex of the turn approx. 200' ASL the pilot
became detached from the glider and freefell onto the sloping rocks at the waters edge. The other pilots who where first
on the scene, swam out and recovered from the sea, the body which was floating face up still In the pod harness. CPR
was performed, but was unsuccessful.
Discussion: The pilot's harness and hangloops were inspected and found to be intact, however the retaining strap which
locates the hangloops on the keel of a Mars was found to have torn away at the eyelets, where the crossbar retaining bolt
goes through the keel.
It is assumed the pilot suspended himself from the retaining strap and used two hangloops to give him the length to fly in a
Pod Harness. There was no evidence of a backup hangloop system or parachute.
Conclusion: If you ask yourself why a pilot would suspend himself from a small locating strap which was intended for nothing more than to pOSition the two main hangloops and with no backup systems, then you can begin to understand how
senseless this death was. Deepest sympathy is extended to Mick's family and friends.
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The competition was held at Killarney,
SE Queensland between the 18 and 25
November 1989.
Pre competition organization was done
by Waynf3 Potocky, who organised site
access and clearing, Headquarters, the
trophies and the media.
The competition was again hosted and
run by members of the Byron Bay
Hang Gliding Club. The officials were:
Sonja Woolridge - Scorer, Ric Caster Launch Director, Wayne Potocky Senior Launch Marshall, Rowan Hilder Launch Marshall, Liz RossTimekeeper, Deborah Hedley - Retrieve
Co-ordinator, Jo McNamara - photo
processor. Goal Marshalling was
shared amongst officials as needed.
Thanks also to Mark Fisher and
Hayden Miller who assisted in clearing
the new NW launch and erecting the
ramp.
Forty-five pilots initially registered for
the competition. Phil Beck dislocated
his shoulder in his first attempt at aerotowing prior to the competition and
was forced to withdraw. Two other
pilots withdrew after one round, believing that the weather was going to
deteriorate. This left 42 pilots to complete the competition.

Carr's Lookout photo by Ric Caster
Of the 8 days allotted to the contest,
we flew 6 rounds, with 4 of the rounds
scoring maximum points, i.e. 1000 for
the winner. On these days pilots made
goal.
Apart from a couple of bent uprights on
landing, the competition was incident
free. A few over enthusiastic launches
drew a few gasps but the trees went unrewarded during the whole time. Over
300 hundred launches were made
during the whole time. From almost nil
wind to gusty crosswinds. Full marks
to Launch Director Caster for restraining pilots eager to hurl themselves off
the mountain in pursuit of their rivals
despite ugly launch conditions. During
the comp over 9000 km were flown.

These comprised 19 A grade pilots, including 3 overseas pilots: Stu
Cameron and Kevin Caldwell from
Canada and Go Takanabe from Japan,
plus 23 B grade pilots. 4 pilots were
entered in the Ladies division.
Re-flights 1st day, Sunday Plains, photo by Ric Caster

Round Summary
Round 1, Task: Sunday Plains to Gladfield and return to Killarney
Showgrounds
Distance: 59.5 km, best distance: 56 km
Round 2, Task: Sunday Plains to Clifton Airstrip
Distance: 63.5 km, best distance: goal
by 14 pilots
Round 3, Task: Sunday Plains to Warwick, to Cambooya Railway Crossing
then Goal at Clifton Airstrip
Distance: 142 km, best distance: 76.5
km
Round 4, Task: Carr's Lookout to
Legume then to Warwick and return to
Killarney Showground
Distance: 76.75 km, best distance:
76.75 km
Round 5, Task: Sunday Plains to New
England/Cunningham Highway intersection and return to Killarney
Showground
Distance: 64.75 km, best distance: goal
by 11 pilots
Round 6, Task: Sunday Plains to Inglewood Airstrip
Distance: 121.25 km, best distance:
goal by 1 pilot, Mark Newland.
The competition was a great success
with Killarney finally giving us the kind
of flying that it is capable of. I thank
the pilots who, probably reluctantly,
gave it one more chance. This area
now gives australia another great Competition venue with potential second

only to the Buffalo area for mountain
launch competition.
One of the objectives was to establish
the Killarney Convergence as a permanent competition on the Australian
calendar. To this end negotiations are
taking place for good prize
money/sponsorship for next year.
The townspeople of Killarney, especially the Lions Club and the Killarney
Hotel, have given unqualified support
to the meet. Many folk went out of
their way to retrieve pilots from the surrounding areas. Their support was
tremendous and invaluable.
A Grade:
Mark Newland
1st
Rick Duncan
2nd
Peter Aitken
3rd
B Grade:
1st
Steve Gilmour
2nd
Joe Scott
3rd
Greg Wilson

Gliders resting as their owners quench thirsts, p. S Lutton
Gutsiest Performance: awarded to
Sonja Woolridge who, after getting
savagely rotored into the deck after
going over the back a bit low in strong
gusty conditions on the last day, reflew
and made over 21 km down the course.

B Grade was won by Steve Gilmour,
who is really an A Grade pilot but has
not flown competition for nearly five
years and hence is not on the National
Ladder. Joe Scott and Greg Wilson
Ladies:
reversed their placings from last year
Jenny Ganderton
1st
to dominate B grade. An extremely
2nd
Toni Noud
Comp Officials Award: to Clive Gilpleasing result was Toni Noud taking
mour who gave invaluable advice and
fourth place in this grade, showing the
Other Awards:
assistance on launch and lent his glider form that she really is capable of.
Most Improved: Awarded to Mick
to pilots who had minor damage to
O'Dowd, flying in his second major
Jenny Ganderton, not unexpectedly,
their wings in the bomb out area.
meet, moved into 19th place overall
took out the Ladies Division and
with good consistent flying.
The 1989 NSW State Titles was very
finished 12th overall.
successful, the conditions making for
Sportsperson of the Meet: Wind Techgood safe competition flying. The
nician Randall Mathews, an interresults I feel accurately reflect the permediate pilot who climbed out day
formance of the pilots, and the win by
after day and time after time around
Mark 'Mort' Newland with a brilliant
launch before flying a very respectable
flight on the last day to snatch the title
distance around the course.
and a hat trick from Rick Duncan was
extremely popular.

Next Issue:

Randall Mathews launching as wind tech, p. by Stuart Lutton

Details of AIRBORNE
WINDSPORTS latest
flexwing microlight

THE EDGE
Currently being certified to
CAO 95.32

Don't miss it!!!
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Victoria

out just how difficult it can be to deploy
a parachute, even under perfect conditions. Thanks heaps Joe, John, Dave
and Leo for your efforts.
The Safety Officers meeting was
productive though a few more safety officers could have turned up. Four
people applied to become safety officers. Their names will appear in
Skysailor when their positions are
verified. Please, please, please could
pilots put their rating stickers on their
helmets!

Glday Gldayl
Action and excitement for Novice
pilots. The Alpine Endorsement has
come. This will enable Novice pilots
with inland alpine training and the alpine endorsement to take off intermediate alpine sites. The full details of
the Alpine Endorsement should be appearing in Skysailor, so have a close
read of them for the full story. Due to
the large percentage of pilots trained inland and crashing at coastal sites, a
coastal endorsement is being devised
to try to alleviate the problem. Stay in
touch for further developments.

A pile of pilots received higher ratings
at the Ratings Night held on 24th October. Good on ya folks - more sites to
fly!
Oops, not so successful, the towing
seminar was a real flop. Heaps of rain
made the airstrips around Melbourne
too wet to use and no one was ken to
go to Holbrook. Thanks Rod Birril and
"Doc" Penny for allowing us the use of
the Penfield Airfield.

Myles
Results of the 1989 Victorian Closed
Hang Gliding Championships, after 5
rounds were:
1 Grant Heaney
2 Marlies Eicher
3 Don Rottman
4 Alan Beavis
5 Trevor Sangster
6 Don Burns
7 WesleyHili
8 Colin McRae
9 Rick Payne
10 Andy Phillips
11 Peter Eicher
12 Warrick Duncan
13 Rob Van der Klooster
14 Geoff Dossetor
15 Noel Bear
16 Peter Muffet

North East Victoria Hang
Gliding Club Inc

Well, its good to see all the Club news
in Skysailor over recent months. AlAt last the most important part - the
though actions speak louder than
flying: Well done Grant Heaney, Marwords, I just can't resist telling you
lies Eicher and Don Rottman; conabout the NEVHGC.
Have any Victorian pilots out there had gratulations to Steve Kip for being the
time off to fly but no one to split fuel
1st person to fly from Spion Kop (FairThe club was formed some 18 months
costs with? If you have you should join haven) to Cape Otway, a flight of over
ago with 3 or 4 pilots in 100 sq miles of
the "Flying Friends" system. All it is, is
50 km down the coast! This flight
northern Victoria and southern NSW.
a list of names, addresses, phone num- marks only the 2nd day that hang
In January 1989 we incorporated with
bers, and times when pilots are availgliders have been flown around the
15 pilots on the mail list. We now have
able to fly. If you send this information point at Lome. Previously the point at
over 35 pilots (mostly novice), 2 instructo me (1/30 Ryeburne Ave, Hawthorne
Lome had only been rounded by Peter tors (one full time and one part time),
East 3123) then your name and details Wright and I think in early 1989.
paragliding instructor and lots of eager
will appear on the list and all members
beginners slowly progressing. Within
will receive a list. When you next want The day of the flight to Cape Otway
11/2 hours radius of Albury-Wodonga,
was
a
booma
with
Shane
Gleeson
and
to fly, all you have to do is check the
the choice is Corryong with 2000 ft hills
I
flying
from
Spion
Kip,
over
Apollo
Bay
phone list to see who is available.
in all directions, Mt Beauty with 3200 ft
and landing at Meringo. Mark Pike
Paradynamic's Joe Chitty did a fine job also took off at Spion Kop and rounded hills, Bright area with 3000 ft take-offs,
Holbrook area with ridge soaring,
running the VHGA parachute seminar
the point at Lome to land just short of
towing
& trikes, Albury-Wodonga with
on 31 October. Many of the parApollo Bay. Yay, yay, yay. The
ridge
soaring
and Lockhart/Urana for
ticipants have since remarked upon
scenery was most spectacular from
great
2000
ft
car
towing and X-C flying.
how valuable and interesting they
3000 ASL.
Its
like
being
a
kid
in a lolly shop. A
thought the seminar was. The chilling
John Duffield made his first booma
pub is handy to all flying sights.
experiences of John Reynoldson and
cross country flight of 93 km - what a
Dave McLean were listened to with
Albury airport has controlled air space
buzz! An unknown pilot was seen
great interest and they were quesand any breach will result in instant
flying
at
14500
feet
over
the
flatlands
tioned intensively.
near the Murray. Alan Beavis who was deportation to Tasmania. How's it
going in Tassy Hans?
Clipping into Leo Arrundel's strong but flying in the area at the time said it
slightly unstable contraption (it was
would have been extremely cold up
Apart from Mt Buffalo (advanced),
good because it added realism - you
there!
Novices and Intermediates can get
really thought you were going to fall to
plenty of flying in the area. We suggest
Go for it folks! It looks like a booma
the ground) most of the pilots found
travelling here to contact the
anybody
summer!
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club for directions and to purchase
from our great range of T-Shirts,
Jumpers and Stickers.
Our only problem at present is the lack
of experienced/advanced pilots and if
you think you fall into this category,
and wish to move to Albury-Wodonga I
can assure you of instant fame and attention.
Apart from hang gliding, we have a city
of 70,000 with all mod cons, water
skiing, fishing, snow skiing, parachutIng, white water rafting, yachting, climbIng, bush walking, below average
housing costs and the best wineries in
Australia. The land varies from flat
open country to rugged snow capped
mountains and fast flowing rivers. Yes,
we are thinking of printing travel
brochures.
A special thanks must go to Vic HG
Assoc for tremendous support by
providing funds to complete several
new take offs.
The club aims to become ever bigger
and always social with flying No. 1 on
the agenda.
Please keep us in mind. Bye
Russell Griffiths
NEVHGC Inc
P.S. The Gundowring site is now
owned by Mel Gibson, our local film
star.

NEW SOUTH
WALES
A New Club to Join Us!
A new hang gliding club was formed
on Sunday 3rd December 1989. At the
instigation of Ian Jarman, some 37
pilots and friends met in the afternoon
at the Sutton Forest Pub after an enjoyable fly at Mount Cambewarra. Over a
dozen other interested pilots were unfortunately unable to attend. It is estimated that the initial interest group is
about 50-60 strong. Over $310 in subscriptions was contributed.
Why yet another new Club? The main
reason, as identified by the pilots who
attended, Is simple. To satisfy the ever
present need to find other people to go
flying with! Flying with others provides
the necessary means (transport and
retrieval) and assistance (from advice
about new sites to hang-checks). It
also provides the camaraderie and ex-

perience sharing which makes flying so
much more enjoyable.

(048) 834022 H & W
Ian Jarman
Richard Reitzin (02) 3651533 H,
(02) 2353033 W

The Club's principal aim is to bring
together pilots of all levels of experience from all geographical loca~ in the pursuit of better and safer
hang gliding skills and theoretical understanding for personal advancement
and just plain fun. The Club will aim to
bridge the gap between flying under an
instructor's supervision and flying independently as well as to provide support
for new and experienced pilots alike.

1989 has been a very active and posltive year for NSWHGA. The new cammittee has been busy with a number of
issues and working very hard at
promoting communication between the
NSWHGA committee and Its members.

To achieve this the Club will be organizing flying trips away, coaching clinics,
seminars, competitions and social
events and will involve itself in site
development and maintenance. AIready a 'working bee' has been held
resulting In the clearing of a northeasterly take-off at Mount Coolangatta
(1,000 feet) near Shoalhaven Heads
and several pilots recently enjoyed a
weekend away on the South Coast.

We hope our monthly reports In
Skysailor have kept everyone Informed
and given you all a better Idea of what
NSWHGA does.
Previous NSWHGA committees have
not reported to the membership and
have not let everybody know what's
going on and unfortunately been accused of being inactive as a result.
Nothing could have been further from
the truth.

NSW.HGA
Committee Report

You are most welcome to join us and
Our President Steve Moyes has been
you are now invited to do so. You are
an ambassador for Australian Hang
not going to receive a personal written
Gliding spending most of the year cominvitation! Just call any of us on the
peting overseas. His achievements Innumbers listed below to get on our
cludecompeting in the Jeff Scott
mailing list. It doesn't matter how exMemorial, USA, 2nd place; Manufacperienced you are or where you live.
turers Meet, USA, (Mark Newland 1st);
World Championships, Fiesch, SwitzerWe have members from student to instructor level who live from the Blue
land, 11th (member Australian team,
Mountains to Bondi . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ,
and from Tumut to
Windsor. It just
matters that you
are keen enough to
take advantage of
this great opportunity - to help and
be helped.
A name for the new
club has yet to be
announced - your
suggestions
(reflecting our
philosophies)
would be most welcome.
To join or for information contact any
of the following coordinators.
Barbara or Ken
Fairbairn
02) 5209039 W
Steven Fischer
(062) 961103 H,
(062) 804322 W

FOR SOARING
PERFORMANCE
THE AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED ORIGINAL
+1500/-1000fpm SUPERIOR AUDIO + SINKTONE
12sec AVERAGER for EFFECTIVE RATE of CLIMB
STABLE ALTIMETER PLUS mBAR SUBSCALE
RESILIENT LOW PROFILE CASE - SPEEDBAR CLIP
170 x 100 x 45mm
435gms inc 2 batts (9v)
$A750 (inc. batts & delivery in AUST / NZ)
GENUINE 2 YR GUARANTEE + 14 DAY MONEY BACK
enquiries
SJOSTROM ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
PO BOX 53 MELROSE, SA 5483
tel 086 662064 BH & AH (Phil)

*

*

*

*

*

*

SPONSOR - 1990 FLATLAND COHPETITION
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placed 2nd) and the US Nationals, 4th.
Steve's P.I.R.S. rating Is currently 4th.
The Secretary, Ben Leonard and the
Vice President, Denis Clancy have
borne the brunt of the administrative
workload this year. Some of our
achievements this year Include:
$2680 In grants to clubs and individuals to assist In local projects;
$4000 'In Government Grant funds to
pilot, coaching and Instructions
development;
$4000 In loans to provide Initial
capital for the State (Killarney III) and
1990 Flatlands Competitions.

Ing the last five years of NSWHGA
financial records. NSWHGA will be
eternally grateful. We all know its not a
pleasant task but an annual audit is a
job which must be done or the wheels
fall off the organisation.
The Safety and Training Directors for
the year were Rob de Groot and Tony
Armstrong. The major advance in
Safety and Training this year was the
formation of the NSW Instructors
Association.

The Association aims to promote
uniform teaching techniques of a high
standard throughout the State and acts
as a Technical panel to NSWHGA for
A detailed list of grants appears In the
safety and training Issues. NSWHGA
Treasurers report.
has applied for a significant State
having a positive Input at the HGFA Government grant to finance the Asconference this year, including the sub- sociation next year.
mission of a paper on HGFA's financial
security and future. (Will be published This year's competition director Ian
Hird has just completed a very successIn Skysallor shortly);
ful State Championships at Killarney
successfully altering Aeronautical
Flight Information Zones (AFIZ) around (Killarney III). With take-offs in five
directions off the one ridge and the
Ballina and Port Macquarie In consultchoice of mountain or flatlands tasks
ation and co-operation with the local
the Killarney site has developed into a
clubs Involved. Issues of this nature
major competition site.
are complex and require both local Information and a high quality submisIan, all his troops and the local Lions
sion to CAA. They really are a team
Club,
cannot be thanked enough for
effort;
hard
work and development they
the
saving the ramp at Hassan's Walls,
have
put
into the site in the last four to
Lithgow. The Lithgow City Council was
five
years.
planning to remove the ramp until
NSWHGA intervened;
In summary NSWHGA's philosophy
attending aU RAPAC meetings this
this year has been to:
year;
promote and encourage local clubs;
encouraging the local clubs with
supply funding to all worthwhile
grants and assistance;
projects providing basic accounting rewe have helped with the formation of quirements are met;
the Lower Blue Mountains and the
liaise with the CAA on behalf of local
Central West Clubs;
clubs whenever required;
preparation of the NSW State
take on as many national issues as posGovernment grant application. Don't
sible. Solving or Improving national
underestimate this job. It requires a
Issues assists HGFA and benefits all
detailed submission and several days
NSWpilots.
of work. It must Include the annual
NSWHGA gives HGFA the free use
report, a development plan, and a
of its room in Sports House;
detailed list of proposed projects and
apply for as much State Government
the anticipated budgets. NSWHGA
Funding as possible.
received $2000 in 1989 and have apNSWHGA Committee
plied for $13,000 in 1990.
Copies of the following reports are
The Treasurer for most of the year,
available from NSWHGA Secretary:
Judi de Groot, completed a massive
self chosen task of balancing and audit- Annual Report, NSWHGA AGM Report,
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Port Macquarie AFIZ Report and Mt
Blackheath Report. Also a list of
programmes funded by NSWHGA IN
1989 can be obtained.

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Tips, Chips, Rips and High Flying
Nips
Saturday 18 November was a nice
sunny day in Thredbo and as a 10-15
knot breeze from the north was blowing straight down at out takeoff point, I
opted for a relaxing day on the balcony. Suddenly I noticed that the trainIng hill was alive with canopies that I
had not seen in the area before and a
couple of them were obviously not
being flown by beginners.
Wandering over I saw that Heinz and
Stuart from Para Alpine Thredbo, had
two students, visiting pilots from Switzerland and italy, plus two Japanese.
Oko, Executive Director of the
Japanese Para and Hang Gliding
company, Falhawk, plus his test pilot
Sato. They were demonstrating their
motorised paraglider.
After an hour the training hill ceased to
amuse them, especially Sato who was
doing all the walking back up the hill
after flying down with different combinations of canopy and harness.
As conditions were still no good on the
mountain we pressed the Falhawk
team into giving us a demonstration of
the motorised paraglider and selected
the village car park as a suitable takeoff area. Within a few minutes the
motor was assembled, fuelled and the
large canopy laid out. At this point
Sato mentioned that perhaps the wind
was too strong but after a quick mention of the use of a ceremonial sword
by the boss he somewhat reluctantly
strapped in, started the motor and
went for an establishment. He was
right. The wind was too strong with the
result that the back risers squeezed in
the cage surrounding the propeller
which in turn had its lips reduced to
wood .cbips.! I
A spare prop was dug out of the box
and a few moments later all was ready
again. The motor was re-started and
the back of the canopy lifted. It was
however, between a large boot and a
sharp rock both of which contributed
to a 40 centimetre flip. Much to Sato's
delight that was it for the day and nurs-

ing tired legs, a chewed prop and a
torn canopy, the Falhawk team
departed Thredbo for Bright, muttering
funny Japanese words.
An invitation to return to Thredbo after
Bright had been extended to them as
the forecast showed the possibility of
good flying for a few days, but after
their experience we thought the invitation a bit optimistic.
Much to our surprise the Falhawk team
returned two days later, and as flying
conditions were perfect, we all headed
to the top of Mt Crackenback. Stuart
and Heinz took off and both had good
flights of 20 minutes to the village
green. ''That'll show them", they both
thought as they waited for team Falhawk to take off. The Thredbo
contingent's spirits soared (excuse the
pun) higher when test pilot Sato
missed an establishment and after a
second attempt had an ordinary flight
to the bottom.
There was plenty of smiles and self congratulations a few minutes later when
Oka, the boss, took off and missed the
lift at the top. The smiles turned however, as he turned into a thermal, kept
turning, and left it at 1500 feet above
take-off to soar the hill and not land on
the village green till some 35 minutes
later. "You have good views from up
there" said Sato. "Glad you enjoyed it",
we all said, hoping we'd get to see it
one day.
We adjourned to the bar to discuss the
flying and the great lesson in thermalling that Oka had taught us.
Many laughs and jugs of beer later we
thanked our Japanese visitors for the
knowledge they had passed on and extended an open invitation to visit us
again knowing this time they would
really want to return to what they considered as one of the most technically
difficult sites that they had flown.
Barry Dennis
Trees
With the recent departure overseas (for
some European winter flying) of our
great Dane and prolific tree lander leif
Hansen, many members have decided
that records were meant to be broken.
Some notable attempts on leif's unenviable record have been made:
1. Gunther Jansen spending an hour
getting his canopy out of a tree beside
Kareela Hutte whilst being

photographed and given advice by
every skier on the mountain.
2. Joe Ippolito descending into a tree
by Black Sallees Restaurant at the start
of the Ski World Cup fly past and
hoping his white canopy would not be
noticed against the snow. Joe atoned
for this indiscretion some weeks later
by being the first to fly from Thredbo to
Dead Horse Gap - accompanied by a
symphony of lightning and thunder.

After careful consideration the judges
have crowned Gunther the new King of
the Birdnest Club. No doubt, on his
return in February, leif will decide to
do something about that.
Stuart Andrews
Note: Details of first Australian Paragliding Titles in competition section.

Australian X/C League
1989/90

3. lorie Bell, one of our new student
pilots, deciding that 7 minutes was not
C-mac has received only 7 entries so
long enough for her first top to bottom
far.
Remember the comp ends 31
flight, took one hour. Unfortunately, 55
March
1990. Results so far next Issue.
minutes of it was spend hanging in a
30 foot gum tree on middle slopes waitCategories are:
ing to be rescued.
D Open Distance
3.22 pts/km
G Nominated Goal
4.56 pts/km
4. Kerry Miller, another new student
R Out & Return
8.61 pts/km
pilot, flying off Clyde Ridge and looking
T Triangle
7.30 pts/km
at the only tree in the 50 acre landing
c Completed Task
paddock said, "I'm going to hit it" and
u Uncompleted Task
she didl
5. Terry lee (another I!!) new student
pilot, flying off Clyde Ridge under radio
direction, lost height and was told by
Heinz to ''fly between the tall pine trees no worries". Ever obedient Terry did.
Unfortunately the gap was narrower
than the glider and Terry was bungeed
almost to ground
level.
6. Gunther Jansen
again, ridge soaring at Grenadier
Ridge (our new site
on Heinz's farm
300 meters above
Lake Jindabyne)
got blown into the
tallest tree on the
horizon. Despite efforts by Gunther
and Heinz, the
canopy was still at
the top of the tree
as darkness fell.
The canopy was
secured and when
the intrepid
birdmen returned
the next morning
they found that an
overnight breeze of
some 40 knots had
changed a once 31
sq meter XC11 into
several pieces
suitable for blowing
noses on.

The league uses the best of five flights
with a maximum of three in anyone
category. $5 to enter.
Chris McDonald
22 Crown St
BELMONT NSW 2280

NORTH COAST AVIONICS P1Y LTD

Denis Cummings 066 856287
138 Lighthouse Rd BYRON BAY NSW 2481
BORGELT VARIOMETERS - the most advanced In
the world
$1050.00
TOW METERS - electronic

$165.00

BATTERY CHARGERS - from car cigarette lighter
for NICADS
$ 35.00
for GELL CELLS (tell me size)
$ 65.00
Ol' EAGLE EYES - The Flight Glasses chosen by the
World champs
PLAIN
$ 96.00
PRESCRIPTION
$136.00
Tow Launching and X-C weeks at beautiful Lake Keeplt
Gliding Club near iamworth NSW

Learn to car tow
Experience X-C flying in a 2 seater 25:1 glider
February 12-16, March 12-16 1990

Maximum 5 pilots each week
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GTR, PRICE NEGOTIABLE, ph
David (048) 298116
Foil 150B Racer (Int) Mylar TE, low
hrs, excell cond, $2600 ono also
Aero 170 (Nov) 50 hrs airtime, gd
cond, $2100 also
GTR 162 (Nov) no flutters, new
bag, bargain, $900 ph (02) 4514173
anytime

Moyes 162 WB (Int) new January, bright blue
LE, fluoro pink & fluoro US, great cond, bargain
at $2800 ph . Derek (02) 9n3546 or (042)
942305 weekends
Trike single seater, 340cc motor, 175 wing, excell cond, less than 10 hrs use, $2500, ph Mark
(042) 295881 BH or (042) 717954 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Blue LE & US, white MS, flies
beautifully, no accidents, $950 ono also
Moyes Pod Harness Red with grey stripes, suit
6'1", near new, $400 ono also
High Energy Parachute near new $400 ono,
will sell as complete package or separate, ph
Ian (02) 9492644 W or (02) 9710722 H
XS 154 (Int) Hot pink dacron LE, blue & fluoro
yellow US, ex-factory cond, pleasing price tag,
for further details ph (067) 223n6 any time
GT 170 (Int) Red LE, blue/white US, white TS.
Good cond $800, ph Steve 2511122 x234 BH or
5587043AH
Paragllder Airman XC as new, flown once,
demo model $1300 also
Paragllder Condor demo model $800 both include harness ph Rob (049) 497329
Kiss 154 (Int) Blue scrim LE, pink & yellow US,
fully faired. Rys like Magic - one size fits all,
$4000 ph Nick Palaric (02) 9751233 W (leave
message) or (02) 9132992 H

Mission 170 (Nov) blue, red, white,
$2200 ono ph Lee (065) 569592
STOLEN FROM ALBURY AREA Moyes Pod
Harness (Ige, black with red/whlte flash),
Mosquito parachU1e, green Instrument pod
with alltmeter and Hummingbird varlo, black
stackhat, LARGE REWARD, contact Tony
(060) 561654 or John (057) 624219

NEW SOUTH WALES
Minion 170 (Nov) white, rainbow US, red LE, 7
air hours with blue pod, helmet, car bumper support, worth $3600 at Moyes new prices, $2900
ph Alistair (02) 3651796 (except Monday & Tuesday BH)
Magic III (Int) Surfcote sail, airframe mint condo
$500 ono Greg Moloney (049) 831113
GTR 162 (Int) white MS, light blue LE, dark blue
midchord, flaired kingpost, gd cond, nice thermailer $1000 ono also
Cocoon Harness black, comfortable, includes
Moyes carry bag, perfect condo $120 also
CB Radios Midland 27Mhz, 40 chan, $95 for
both, ph Giles (02) 6909327 BH or 3999657 AH
GTR 175 (Int) One owner, in as new cond, crisp
sail in light blue, navy & white, never crashed,
$1800 ph Dave (049) 467442
FoIl150B Racer (Int) New cond, v low hrs,
handles & glides v well, new glider for only
$2,000 ph (02) 7262780 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Pod, parachute, brand new
Sjostrom gauges & UHF TX475 electrophone
radio with head set, small spares, books & helmet, must sell $3000 the lot ph (048) 411794
Sky Systems Pod Harness Black rainbow webbing, suit 6', warm, comfy, pockets for everything, perfect & pretty, what's it worth? ph Peter
(02) 9731436
FoIl180B Cut away Racer (Int) Skrim LE, mylar
& kevlar TE, ex Russ Duncan glider, excell performer, urgent sale, ph Greg Smith (049)
498023 or (049) 873333 or (018) 4943n
FoIl180B (Int) Blue LE, pink & yellow US. This
is a high performance glider with excell handling, gd cond $1800 ono ph Bruce Wynne (02)
305666AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Spare upright, batten profile,
gd cond, fiys well, need money I.II.QlUl1Iy, for
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Moyes Exact Harness used 3
times only, as new, fitted for 5'11", average
build, pink & grey, excell condo $ 695, ph Brian
Webb (057) 551753
Magic IV 155 Full Race (Int) Blue mylar LE,
fluoro orange US, very few hrs since flown by
English team pilot in Worlds. All the options, VB
& aerofoil uprights & king post, $2,000, ph Len
or Jenny (068) 537220
Altair 165 (Nov) Excell cond, 18 mths old,
orange/mylar LE, fluoro yellow MS & white TE,
ball tips, outflys any Mars/Gyro, owner upgrad.
ing, batten profile, manual supplied, $1400 ph
Alan (02) 6812148 AH & (02) 9593422 BH
35 HP Rotax Engine, Gearbox &. Prop 57" x
34", engine only done 10 hrs since reconding,
$1200 ono also
Undsay Ruddock Varlo &. Digital Altimeter
10ft increments, fully compensated, $400 also
Lltek V12 miniature vario$170 will freight no
charge on all articles, Peter Koorneef, PO, Candelo NSW 2550, all mail will be answered, or
leave phone no. & I shall ring anybody who is
genuinely interested
Air Borne Trike Dual seat rotax 447 engine, Air
Borne prop, Arrow 1 wing, big wheels, pink LE,
white US, low hrs, very well maintained, priced
for quick sale $6,800 also
Dart Harness Grey/pink, very little use, as new,
cost $490, sell $350, ph Paul (043) 923078 or
(043) 329187
Mega II (Nov) Dark blue & white, low air time, V.
gd. condo Priced to sell at $500, ph Stephen (02)
5697936
Wanted Mars, Gyros, Missions or Aeros, will
trade for more advanced gliders, Lee Scott
(065) 569692

FoIl140B Racer (lnt) Crimson LE, mauve &
pale blue US, white MS, 26 hrs, so sweet to flyl
excell cond omake me an offer Ph (02) 9n3546
AH, (042) 942305 weekends
Foil 160B Kevlar Racer (Adv) Red skrim LE,
Gold & lilac, looks great in the air. Ordered,
paid for & test flown ONLY, now Torquil needs
the dollars to save some rainforest. Save
hundreds off new price & no waiting, $3500 will
consider trade-ins & offers, ph Joe Scott (065)
650042 URGENT SALE
Foil 160B Racer near new,less than 10 hrs, bargain $3100 ono also
Magic IV Full Race 155 new sail & rigging, a
chance here to get as good as new glider for
half new price, a fast, easy to handle good looking glider $2200 would consider trading intermediate glider in good cond ph Alistar (02)
3896591 AH
Moyes Mars 190 (Nov) Red LE, white MS, very
good cond, very low hrs $1200 also
Moyes Mars 190 (Nov) Green LE, yellow &
white MS, V. low hrs, V. good condo $1200, helmet included with a glider also
Dart Harness suit 6'-6'1" as new, light blue with
stripes $400 ph Alex (02) 5682694 BH or (02)
5695761 AH
Cocoon Harness suit approx. 170cm or 5'7"
pilot; excell cond as only flown a few times;
complete including bag; rainbow stripes. Bargain at only $150 ph Wesley (02) 594023
FoIl150B Kevlar Racer (Int) White skrim LE,
turquoise US, orange strip on TE plus spares
$2100 also
FoIl160B Racer (lnt) $1700 ph Peter (02)

918On3
Realistic CB Radio TRC-216 40 channel brand
new plus extras, hand held mic $200 also
Wings hand fairings brand new (used once)
$20 ph Terry (049) 633268

Probe 175 (Int) Last model built, white TS, red
& white US, low airtime, excel I. condo no flutters,
lovely flying $950 ph (02) 4980857 BH

Gyro 180 (Nov) Rainbow top surface & red LE
plus PA cocoon $1400 ono also
Paragllder New Wave 250E $1000 also
Paragllder Elite 28 High performance, 4 flights
LD 5.8: 1, sink rate 1.5 M/S, variable pitch control, great all-round chute for the more advanced pilot. Clip in weight 65-95kg $1700
contact Brett Wright (02) 9741158

Sabre 1n (Int) Excell. cond odark blue & white,
gd. performance, sail unmarked & V. tight,
spares, $850 ph (02) 4992670

Foil 160B Racer (Int) Mylar fluoro orange LE,
black & orange US, had 2 good seasons, $2400
ono, ph Len (068) 537220

Sabre 155 (Int) White top sail, blue & yellow US,
excell for thermalling, spare batten set, $800
ono, ph. Daniel (02) 5594470

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Motorise your glider Minimum Power Set solo
engine plus prop, fits almost any glider, brand
new from Germany, complete kit with all accessories $3290 also
1 spare solo engine $990 inspect in Sydney or
Adelaide urgent sale, ask for Thomas or leave
message (08) 2719322
Magic 155 Full Race (Int) Custom built for 88
Worlds factory pilot, gofast race colours,
Bainbridge sandwick cloth, bullit proof, non flutter kevlar TE, new side wires, blow away any XS
that gets in your way for only $22SO for more
details ph Andy (08) 3816494
Mars 170 (Nov) Gd Cond, low hrs, black LE,
red, yellow, white ph (08) 2978082
Moyes GTR Race (Int) Black LE, red US, white
contender MS, good performance, built Dec '87,
only $1800, will freight, ph Pete Bolton (08)
3444135
Swift 170 (Int) Features Foil outboard LE tubes
& ball tips, sleeved keel, rear wires mount
through keel pocket, inner & outer LE sleeves,
very clean sail. Superior performance & handling over standard model. Ex-instructors
glider, maintained as new for tandem training at
Stanwell. Black LE, brown/yellow MS, $700.
Currently hangared in Adelaide. Can deliver to
east coast, inspect by appointment (08)
2728404 (Owner will be in Adelaide over Xmas if
test flight required) .

QUEENSLAND
Foil 170B Kevlar Racer (Int) 5 mths old, 35 hrs
airtime, has all the extras - skrim LE black,
fluoro orange US, white 4.4oz MS. This glider
won the Gillies comp this year & came 10th at
Eungella, save $1000 on new price, just $3300
also
GTR 162 Race (lnt) 20 mths old, ex cond, well
looked after, has red LE with matching black &
red US, ultraweave MS, spare upright & base
bar, priced to sell, just $2000 also
Mars 150 (Nov) Pink LE, Mauve US, white MS, a
well looked after 1st lady's glider, has traded
up, looks good & will sell quickly at just
$1350.00 also
GTR 162 (Int) with brand new sail & glider bag,
has orange LE with lime & yellow US, this glider
is just about new & only $1600, ph Airplay - Warwick Gill (070) 537768
Moyes XS 155 (Int) low hrs, 4 mths old, v gd
cond, red LE, lime green TS, fluorescent yellow
US, full warp TS & LE, stands out in a crowd,
flies well, a test flight coastal or inland can be arranged, red bag with black bottom panel, $4000
ono, ph Ron (079) 552913 AH
Moyes 162 World Beater (Int) Red dacron LE,
fluoro orange & yellow US, ultraweave MS, one
year old, in excell cond, really performs, must
sell ~ to appease bank manager. $2600 will
freight free, Ph Greg (066) 280356 Byron Bay
GTR 162 Race (Int) v gd cond, yellow LE,
tomato red centre & rest white $2300 or best
offer, ph Ted (071) 867243 Rainbow Beach area
GT 170 (Int) yellow US, green LE, gd cond, $750
also
Utek varlo & Thommen altimeter on bracket
$280 also
Cocoon Harness suit 5'10"-6' $70 ph Bill (066)
216655 Byron Bay
Winch 650cc Kawasaki powered on trailer,
single drum, tow single glider at a time, simple
operation $900 also
GTR 175 (lnt) All Race conversion, 2 yrs old,
vgc, suit heavier pilot, Moyes Pod with chute &
Realistic handandheld CB $2200, also
Thermal-Ute Sky Leg Power Pack as featured
in August Skysailor $1500, ph Bob (071) 631779
Foil 160B Kevlar Race (Int) Red LE, Silver US,
Black TE, immaculate cond, only 60 hrs flying
time. A proven comp glider 1st B grade & NO

Champ Eungella last year, 2nd Gillies comp this
year. This is a good glider for someone who
wants a hotter than normal Kevlar Race & wants
to keep up with the latest machines but save a
bundle, $2900 ph Gerry (070) 341451
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) suite heavier pilot, rainbow TS with blue LE & white US looks great, flys
well, v. gd. cond omust sell this month, urgent
sale $1890 ono ph Cameron (07) 8463899

Mars 170 (Nov) red & white sail with rainbow
US, includes harness & helmet $9SO also
Utek Hummingbird Varlo model VE-10 with
dial & sink alarm $220 also
Cocoon Harness with parachute (Stanwell Soaring Centre) as new $440 ph (03) 5781276 AH or
(03) 6665918 BH
Gyro 170 (Nov) gd cond, great colours, $10SO
ph John (03)6998438

Moyes GTR (lnt) VG, WB batten profile, WB
side & top wires, WB leading edge sleeves &
new Uz Ross mylar pocket, tight sail, looks
great $1500, ph Bruce (071) 451632

Magic IV 166 (Int) clean white sail with a great
rainbow. This is a glider with proven performance & handling . Ideal for coastal, inland or
towing excell cond $13SO ph Don (052) 214276

Probe 2 (Int) complete with Suncoast cocoon
harness & french connection, all in gd cond
$6SO, will separate ph Dave (079) 781329 AH

Gyro 160 (Nov) Less than 2 hrs total airtime,
pink/white/pale blue, excell cond, suit new
buyer, sale due to expanding family $1500 firm
ph Elizabeth (052) 614257

WANTED Cocoon or Pod Harness to suit 5'6"
also to suit 6'
WANTED MARS 190 ph details to Pat (079)
724278
Realistic 40 ch. car CB $65, battery pack 12V
to suit car CB $20, car cigarette chargers $20
also
Realistic 6 ch. SW hand held CB, nicads,
charger, mic, $100 ph Pat (079) 724278
Vision 170 (Nov) Beginner to intermediate, 2
seasons old, very good cond, V.G., speed bar,
dark blue LE, light blue sail, mylar & kevlar TE,
very tight, flies well, $1600 ono ph (071) 941867
H, (071) 435199 BH, (018) 712340 Car

Moyes Exact Harness used 3 times only, as
new, fitted for 5'11 ", average build, pink & grey,
excell condo $ 695, ph Brian Webb (057) 551753
FoIl150B Racer (Int) F1uoro orange LE, white
MS, fluoro orange TE strip, low hrs, will take
trade-in on Mars or Mission. This buy of the
year will suit new buyer, $2600 (057) 551724
Trike professionally built by Brian Fimmel with
SOhp Robin 440 motor, Missile wing, brand new
SO/30 Shetler Prop, C.D.1. Ignition, excell climb
rate, $3300 ono, ph (03) 4841841 AH or (03)
4193381 BH

Aero 170 (Nov) Good cond , 14 months old, flies
very well indeed, light blue & lime green US,
navy blue LE, white sail $2000 ph Rolf (07)
3561546

Air Borne Trike 447 Rotax motor, near new 60"
prop, large fuel tank, Moyes GTR 210 wing,
cheap at $2200, rebuild cost approx. $1000, will
consider separating, ph Robert Rurade (053)
981815 AH

Hummingbird varlo & Thommen altimeter
$160 ph Barry (07) 2035569

Bandit 180 (Nov) Gd cond, red, black & white
sail, $700 ono, ph Mike (052) 554441 or 552873

Moyes GTR 151 WB (Int) Dark blue, light blue,
grey, white, ultraweave MS. Fully optioned &
faired , 10 months old, immaculate cond, $3200
ph Trevor Crane (066) 793404

Why settle for a Probe or GT when you can have
a GTR 162 VG (Int) red, gold, recent airframe
overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well,
$800 also
Altair 165 (Nov) green, white, excell nov-int.
glider, gd. cond o$900 also
Bandit 180 (Nov) blue, orange, yellow & Mega
2170 (Nov) both in gd. cond, excell first gliders
$400 each also
Mega 2 minus A-frame & divestick. Can arrange fitment or make offer as is, ph Rob (03)
4895182

VICTORIA

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) near new cond, flown
less than 8 hrs, white & fluoro lime green plus
Moyes Pod med size, red plus Control bar
wheels and spare uprights all $2,500 plus
Roof rack front support for Mitsubishi Magna,
removable in minutes, only $SO plus
Trike (with CAO 95.10 AUF Data Package subRoof Rack front and rear supports for Saab
mitted for Legal Sale I) Swift 170, no flutters,
900, no drilling required, bolts to exi"ting holes,
supports are removable in minutes leaving mini- heavily sleeved & a strong undercarriage using
mal parts showing, photos are available for inter- Gyrocopter tube throughout. Just re-bored
Robin 2SO with a full set of engine spares, spare
state buyers & shipping can be arranged $2SO
prop, ploy-V belt red rive, balloon tyres. Perfect
ph Mike (03) 6906417 or 016 373868
for the Novice Trike pilot, & only $2500 comMagic 111166 (Int) faired king post, speedbar,
plete with trailer, or $2100 without, ph John (03)
pitchy, VB, new side wires, batten profile &
5970527 for info pack
manual, gd cond $400 or will swap for bigger
Skytech Flightdeck Instruments speed bar
glider also
mount with custom twin ball clamps, cost $835,
Instruments Ball M20 wrist varlo, Thommen
wrist altimeter, stop watch & clock, all mounted only 10 hours use, sell $650, ph John (03)
3976033
via Skysystems supermount for round or
aerofoil uprights $500 also
Aero 170 (Nov) As new 1 hr air time, white LE,
Magic IV 155 Full Race (Int) fully faired, VB,
yellow US, speed bar, $2500 also
speedbar, batten profile & manual, standard &
Moyes Pods 1. All red, as new $400. 2. White
XC bags, new side wires, spare upright, gr perupper, black lower, as new $400
formance, gd cond $1800 also
Towing bridle $40
Altair 145 (Nov) one of the last ones made, slid- Unlden 40 ch AM radio , gell cell battery & bating Xbar, ball tips, mylar LE, spare upright,
tery charger $120 ph David (057) 281748
great beginners glider for pilots up to 10st, exMagic 111177 (Int) Less than 20 hrs airtime,
cell handling & light on the ground, gd cond
garaged for past 3 years, immaculate cond
$900, going overseas ph (052) 218872
$1800 ono ph Peter (03) 5555205 AH
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) Ught blue LE, rainbow
MS, VB $1000 also
ACT
Magic III (Int) Dark blue LE, white MS, rainbow
US, $1000 ono also
Sabre 165 (lnt) Surfcote, yellow MS, red LE,
Foil A (Int) yellow Le, white MS, flys well, $1000
speedbar, nice stable flyer, worth $1 million dolono also
lars, bargain at $800, ph John (062) 901368
Realistic 40 Ch CB handheld , rechargeable batSabre 177 (Int) Good safe condo VB, very fast,
teries & charger $125 also
spares, won Cooplacurripa 1988 $500, ph Garth
Unlden 40 Ch CB handheld, rechargeable bat(062) 823612
teries & charger $125, ph Steve (057) 551724
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